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everything is still

and shssshhhh…this sound is so drowning

pure ecstasy of silence…

just beauty

i am going to live forever

life will continue forever

it will never end for me

that is the celebration

my celebration has begun

and i am with beautiful people

i am continuously dancing with people

celebrating and sharing

question     the one who knows himself and the one who knows everything 

do you have some interests ?

the one who knows himself is no more

i am you

you are me

why am i living ?

you are there

i am complete

i am no more

but you are me…she is me…he is me…

you are all me…

we are all together

if i am complete i have disappeared

but you are there

you are reflecting me

so i will dance with you…for you…

you are my interest

last night i came to ukraine

i was sitting on the sofa and aakash said…

in two hours you have to go to satsang

i was just sitting there having my tea 

i said tell me when one hour is left

he said now an hour is left to get ready to go satsang

the body is not moving…so lazy

okay okay people are waiting…so i better go

i am like this

because of you i have come

but if you are not here i would simply sit 

i am a qualified lazy being

it is the greatest achievement in the world

question    if you have known the sense of things…

the sense of life…

what is really interesting for you ? 

why you are living ? 

what is the main interest in life for you ?

i live in celebration

life is a dance and a celebration

i am only celebrating my life

everything is dancing

this silence is buzzing

this aliveness is so overwhelming

too much !

what can i say…

and it will never end for me

life is just a celebration

even without moving a millimetre
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